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Grey House Homeland Security Directory
“This is a valuable compilation of information in a quickly expanding arena. Recommended.”
‐ARBA
“The Grey House Homeland Security Directory represents the ultimate resource for accessing
Homeland Security federal and state agencies...The joint endeavor has earned the respect of
professionals as the most comprehensive resource on Homeland Security for the past seven years…The
Directory saves time and serves as a desktop reference for any agency or individual who requires up‐to‐
date information on Homeland Security resources, services, and products.”
—ARBA
“The Grey House Homeland Security Directory compiles this information in one place and is
discerning in content. A useful purchase for public and academic libraries.”
—Booklist
“Published after the establishment of the newest cabinet post, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), this…reference contains directory information for that body and the governmental,
private and nonprofit organizations that support it…Useful as an already compiled source for
organization and company information. Nicely designed with clear type, it is significantly cheaper than
the only other existent work on this subject, the Directory of Homeland Security.”
—Library Journal
“The directory’s value is that it compiles related homeland security information in a single, easy
to use print package. In addition, it points the way to related electronic information in terms of agency,
company and association Web addresses…”
—Against the Grain
“This book appears to be unique in its approach to the topic of homeland security—it is a
resource guide as well as a directory of people and agencies…Federal and state agencies created to
address homeland security concerns have proliferated…and this directory pulls those resources
together in one well‐indexed volume and simplifies the task of identifying offices and people
responsible for a range of security activities.”
‐ARBA
“This directory features the latest contact information for government and private organizations
involved with Homeland Security. It provides detailed profiles of…federal and state
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organizations…agencies and…officials and key executives involved with homeland security. These
listings are very detailed…Also provided are sources for homeland security products and services…
Lastly, an Information Resources Section lists contact information for hundreds of associations,
newsletters, magazines, trade shows, databases, and directories, that focus on homeland security.”
‐Off the Shelf
Praise for The Grey House Homeland Security Directory – Online Database:
“A simple search screen allows retrieval by organization name, listing by agency type, company
product, keyword, executive name and state. A valuable resource for government agencies, special
libraries associated with the homeland security industry, and libraries with large business collections.”
—Library Journal
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